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BEFORE YOU START

Thank you for choosing to use Bub2Tot 8in1. We hope that our product will help with some of the challenges that comes with your parenting journey. 

Every parent and every child is different, and that is the benefit behind the versatility of Bub2Tot 8in1. This manual will guide you in all of the 8 

different functions as you and your baby’s needs change.  Please keep this stored somewhere safe for you to reference through the first years. 

INFORMATION

UV PROTECTION - AS/NZS 4399:2017

TOY SAFETY - AS/NZS 8124.1:2002, 2013

 FABRIC - OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100

This product is made of 2 kinds of fabric. The opaque double 

overlapping panels are Polyester Microfiber with Antimicrobial finish and 

rated to UPF 50+. The mesh panels are Polyester/Poly PBT Mesh and 

not UPF rated. 

An integrity test was performed on parts and attachments of this 

product including cord locks, clasps, tags and elastic cord at a NATA 

(National Association of Testing Authorities) accredited facility.

This product is made of 2 kinds of fabric. The opaque double 

overlapping panels and mesh panels are OEKO TEX Standard 100 

certified, a worldwide certification system for testing against 100 known 

harmful chemicals and substances in textiles.

We invite you to JOIN OUR JOURNEY:

@bub2tot8in1

@bub2tot8in1

Bub2Tot 8in1
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CAR SEAT: ACCESSORIES FOR CHILD RESTRAINTS 
FOR USE IN MOTOR VEHICLES - AS/NZS 8005:2013 

Designed in accordance to the requirements of Section 8 

AS/NZS 8005:2013, including:

A scientifically calibrated TSI Q-Trak 7565 was used to measure carbon 

dioxide levels of a sleeping toddler’s respiration in a pram with Bub2Tot 

8in1 attached, for a total duration of 34 minutes. The levels measured 

were consistently between 650 ppm and 1000 ppm (Parts Per Million).  

This is below the recommended indoor maximum carbon dioxide level of 

1000 ppm for occupancy comfort as per ASHRAE 62.1:2019

Adhering to maximum weight for rigid parts

That the accessory is not in contact with the occupant’s throat

That there is no deflection of intended path of harnesses, belts and 

tethers.

That flammability tests were performed to AS 2755.2, and

That adequate labelling is provided. 

AIR PERMEABILITY - ASHRAE 62.1:2019
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TERMINOLOGIES

For consistency, the following BOLD terms will be used 

throughout this manual. 

PRAM
also referred to as Perambulator, Stroller, Pushchair, 

Buggy, Baby Carriage

CAPSULE/CARRYCOT 
also referred to as Pram Bassinet, Travel Bassinet, Infant Car Seat

CAR SEAT/CHILD RESTRAINT
also referred to as Child Safety Seat, Child Seat, Infant Seat

PORTACOT 
also referred to as Travel Cot, Portable Cot

HIGH CHAIR 
also referred to as Feeding Chair

SHOPPING TROLLEY 
also referred to as Shopping Cart, Grocery Cart

CANOPY 
also referred to as Hood, Visor, Shade
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WARNINGS

VERY IMPORTANT

ONLY USE THIS ACCESSSORY WITH THE CHILD 

RESTRAINT SPECIFIED IN THE INSTRUCTIONS

Use this product exactly as shown in the instructions.

Supervision of children is needed at all times whilst using this product.

Do not alter or modify this product.

Do not allow this product to come into contact with chlorine based bleach, 

harsh detergents or sun tan lotions.

Never leave child unsupervised in a covered pram, capsule, carrycot, car seat 

or portacot under direct sunlight.

Release cord locks when not in use to prevent strangulation risk.

Inspect attachments before each use.

Do not use if damaged in any way.

Where possible, avoid outdoors on hot days to prevent heat exhaustion risk.

Always observe safe sun protection measures.

Always attach this product onto pram/capsule/carrycot BEFORE placing 

infant in the pram/capsule/carrycot.

Open all available vents to increase air circulation within the pram.

This product is not a 100% fool proof sun protection method.  Other sun. safe 

measures must be observed to maximise sun protection.
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NOTE:  YOUR  BUB2TOT 8IN1 IS READY TO USE WITHOUT SET UP 

OR ASSEMBLY.
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COMPONENTS LIST

All components will be CAPITALISED throughout the 

Instruction Manual for ease of reference.

1. Upper End (Straight end)

2. Lower End (U-shape end)

3. Quick Adjust Clasps

4. Cord Locks

5. In-Seam Magnets for Top Panel and Bottom Panel

(a) Primary (On panel opening)

(b) Secondary (On panel joined seam)

6. UPF 50+ Double Overlapping Panels

-Top Panel and Bottom Panel

(Bottom panel does not show in diagram)

7. Mesh Panels

8. In-Built Pocket

9. Cord Lock Loop

10. Elastic Cord (hidden in seams)

11. Elasticated Perimeter

3

1

8

4

9

3

5(a)

Label

5(b)

7
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11

+ 1110
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THE 8 MODES:  ATTACHMENT, USE AND ADJUSTMENT

1. PRAM/STROLLER MODE

! IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto pram/capsule/carrycot BEFORE placing child in the pram/capsule/carrycot.

! IMPORTANT: Never cover entire handle bars. The handle bars and safety strap must always remain accessible.

! IMPORTANT: Ensure the attachment does not compromise the BRAKE ACTUATOR in any way.

NOTE: Bub2Tot 8in1 is a UNIVERSAL pram cover. Use features of the pram to achieve the optimal fit for Bub2Tot 8in1. For example, the QUICK 

ADJUST CLASPS can fit over the handle bars, the canopy, the footrest, and the front wheel frame.

1. ENGAGE BRAKES ON PRAM.

2. (a) NEWBORN – CARRYCOT/CAPSULE/SEAT PRAM

(i) For CARRYCOT/CAPSULE/SEAT ATTACHMENTS 

(REARWARD FACING OPTION): Refer to Diagram 1

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around handle bars. Take hold of 

the LOWER END and  pull over the canopy  base of  the  Carrycot/

Capsule/Seat. Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS 

(if necessary). Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun 

shading.  

(ii) For CARRYCOT ATTACHMENTS (FORWARD FACING OPTION ONE):

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around handle bars. Take hold of 

the LOWER END and pull over the base of the feet end of the Carrycot.  

Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS (if necessary).  

Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun shading.

(iii) For CARRYCOT ATTACHMENTS 

(FORWARD FACING OPTION TWO): Refer to Diagram 2

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around canopy base. Take hold of 

the LOWER END and pull over the base of the feet end of the Carrycot. 

Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS (if necessary).  

Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun shading.

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(b) STANDARD FULL SIZED PRAM

FORWARD FACING 3 WHEELED AND 4 WHEELED MODELS

(i) For 3 WHEELED PRAMS (OPTION ONE): Refer to Diagram 3

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around handle bars. Take hold of 

the LOWER END and pull over the footwell/footrest or bottom of the 

seat frame. Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS 

(if necessary). Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun 

shading.  

(ii) For 3 WHEELED PRAMS (OPTION TWO):

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around the pram frame behind the 

front wheel. Take hold of the LOWER END and pull over the canopy base.  

Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD andCORD LOCKS (if necessary).  

Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun shading.

TIP : Once fitted, the MESH PANELS may be gathered. Mesh gathering 

over the canopy is acceptable. Where the mesh gathering is over the 

opening of the pram, feed the mesh fabric back along the ELASTICATED 

PERIMETER towards the canopy base. This will open up the mesh fabric 

and maximise the air flow through the mesh holes.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Diagram 3

Fitting tip

(a)

(b)

(c)

Diagram 4
(d)

(iii) For 4 WHEELED PRAMS: 

Refer to Diagram 4

Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS  

around the pram frame behind 

the front wheels. Take hold of 

the LOWER END and pull over 

the canopy base.  Tighten by 

adjusting ELASTIC CORD and 

CORD LOCKS (if necessary).  

Extend canopy and adjust panels 

for directional sun shading.

(a)
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TANDEM TWIN MODE:

! IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto pram BEFORE placing child in the pram.

! IMPORTANT: NEVER COVER ENTIRE HANDLE BARS. The handle bars and safety strap must always remain accessible.

! IMPORTANT: Ensure the attachment does not compromise the BRAKE ACTUATOR in any way.

Due to the extensive configurations available (Capsule + Carrycot, Carrycot + Seat, Double Seat, Forward and Rearward Orientation, etc), please refer 

to the instructions in PRAM/STROLLER MODE for attachment options. Not compatible with side by side twin prams.

NOTE:  A list of compatible pram configurations can be found on our website.

2. CAPSULE/CARRYCOT MODE

IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto capsule/carrycot BEFORE 

placing child in the capsule/carrycot.

1. Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS around canopy base. Take hold of the 

LOWER END and pull over the base of the feet end of the Capsule/Carrycot.  

2. Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS.  

3. Extend canopy and adjust panels for directional sun shading.

TIP: Once fitted, the MESH PANELS may be gathered. Mesh gathering 

over the canopy is acceptable. Where the mesh gathering is over the 

opening of the Capsule/Carrycot, feed the mesh fabric back along the 

ELASTICATED PERIMETER towards the canopy base. This will open up 

the mesh fabric and maximise the air flow through the mesh holes.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Diagram 5

Fitting tip
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3. CARSEAT MODE (REARWARD FACING ONLY) *

VERY IMPORTANT:

ONLY USE THIS ACCESSSORY WITH THE CHILD 

RESTRAINT SPECIFIED IN THE INSTRUCTIONS

DO NOT ALTER OR MODIFY THIS ACCESSORY
DO NOT ALLOW THE ACCESSORY TO COME INTO CONTACT WITH 
POLISHES, OILS, BLEACH AND OTHER CHEMICALS

! IMPORTANT: Never leave a child unsupervised in the child restraint.

! IMPORTANT:  DO NOT LEAVE CHILDREN UNATTENDED IN THE CAR.

! IMPORTANT:  Never close DOUBLE OVERLAPPING  PANELS and 

encase the child restraint without adequate air conditioning and 

constant air flow.

! IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto child restraint BEFORE 

placing child into the child restraint.

! IMPORTANT: Do not alter or deflect the intended path of the harness, 

belt or tether of the child restraint when attaching Bub2Tot 8in1.

! IMPORTANT: For EXTENDED REARWARD FACING (6 months old and 

beyond**), discontinue use once the child’s head reaches the top of the 

child restraint, or when the child’s head touches the accessory.  

! IMPORTANT: Take extra care in driving for child restraints installed 

behind front passenger seat where it may obscure visibility of oncoming 

traffic. Always double check side mirrors,  rearview mirrors and 

blindspots, and indicate before merging carefully. 

*REQUIRES HEADREST

**all references to age are approximates only

  

1Place LOWER END  over the vehicle  headrest  by parting     

DOUBLE OVERLAPPING PANELS.

2Pull UPPER END over the top of the Child Restraint and 

position at the base of the Child Restraint. The DOUBLE 

OVERLAPPING PANELS should now be on either side of the Child 

Restraint, with the ELASTICATED PERIMETER surrounding the 

base of the Child Restraint and vehicle headrest. This position 

would be out of reach of a restrained infant.

Diagram 6
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5 Pull down the panel to place/access infant.

3  Pull the panel up on the side that requires shading. 

Position the panel on top of the Child Restraint and on 

top of the head rest. Ensure the panel is taut and not drooping 

by tightening CORD LOCKS or connecting the QUICK ADJUST 

CLASPS (if necessary).

4  Secure the ELASTICATED PERIMETER under the base of the 

Child Restraint. Repeat on the other side to ensure it does 

not move into child’s reach whilst vehicle is in motion.

TIP 1: Bub2Tot 8in1 can be used to keep the Child 

Restraint, seat area, harness and buckle shaded from the 

sun when not in use.

TIP 2: Opposite panel can be used to shade from the other 

side.
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4. BREASTFEEDING MODE

1 Remove fabric gathering on the UPPER END 

by holding the QUICK ADJUST CLASPS and 

pulling away from the CORD LOCK, allowing the 

gathered fabric to straighten out. Fabric gathering 

on the UPPER END will lead to tightness, 

discomfort and unnecessary overheating for the 

mother and nursing child.

2 Connect the QUICK ADJUST CLASPS 

around and above your shoulders.

3  Rotate the DOUBLE OVERLAPPING PANELS to your centre front. The 

MESH PANEL should now be positioned over your nursing area.

(c)

(a) (b)

(d)
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(e) OPTION 2(e) OPTION 1

5 For your baby’s comfort during feeding, ensure the MESH PANEL is over the feeding area (your breast and baby’s head), and allow your 

baby’s legs to be exposed from between the DOUBLE OVERLAPPING PANELS.

4 Part  the DOUBLE OVERLAPPING PANELS from underneath and bring your baby into a feeding hold. Adjust the panel to cover your baby. You 

should now be able to offer your breast discreetly.

TIP 1: Check on nursing baby by pulling back the UPPER END with your free hand.

TIP 2: For your own comfort during feeding, free your arm on your non-feeding side out from above the cover.
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5. HIGH CHAIR MODE

! IMPORTANT: Never leave a child unsupervised in the high chair.

! IMPORTANT: Child must be old enough to sit up on their own.

! IMPORTANT: This accessory restricts the use of seat belts on high chairs. Supervision is required at all times to ensure safety of the child.

! IMPORTANT: Oils may stain the fabric.

1 Place the TOP PANEL over the table 

surface and the BOTTOM PANEL over the 

seat and seat backing. The UPPER END and 

the LOWER END should be over either side of 

the High Chair seat area.

2  Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and 

CORD LOCKS. Connect QUICK ADJUST 

CLASPS for a more secured fit.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

TIP : Use the PRIMARY IN-SEAM MAGNETS as a centre marker to align 

with the middle of the seat area.

TIP : Pull the TOP PANEL down for meal times.

Diagram 7
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6. SHOPPING TROLLEY MODE

NOTE: This mode uses the same attachment method as High Chair Mode. Please refer to High Chair Mode 

instruction images for attachment guide.

! IMPORTANT: Never leave a child unsupervised in the shopping trolley.

! IMPORTANT: Child must be old enough to sit up on their own.

! IMPORTANT: This accessory restricts the use of seat belts on trolleys. Supervision is required at all times to ensure safety of the  child.

! IMPORTANT: Oils will stain the fabric.

TIP : Use the PRIMARY IN-SEAM MAGNETS as a centre marker to align with the middle of the seat area.  

1  Place the TOP PANEL over the Trolley handle and the BOTTOM PANEL over the seat and seat backing.  The UPPER END and the 

LOWER END should be over either side of the Trolley seat area.

2  Tighten by adjusting ELASTIC CORD and CORD LOCKS.  Connect QUICK ADJUST CLASPS for a more secured fit.
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1 Release CORD LOCKS and disconnect QUICK ADJUST 
CLASPS. Open Bub2Tot 8in1 to full expansion and fit over the 

Portacot. The UPPER END and LOWER END should be positioned 
at the head and foot of the Portacot.

2  Connect TOP PANEL IN-SEAM MAGNETS to BOTTOM PANEL 
IN-SEAM MAGNETS. This will prevent the BOTTOM PANEL 

from drooping.
3 Place or access child by parting DOUBLE OVERLAPPING 

PANELS.

7. PORTACOT MODE (INSECT COVER)

! IMPORTANT: Never leave a child unsupervised in the portacot.

! IMPORTANT: Never leave the portacot sitting directly in the sun.

! IMPORTANT: Discontinue use in Portacot Mode when child can 

stand or reach the accessory.

! IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto portacot BEFORE 

placing child in the portacot.

! IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE IN PORTACOT MODE FOR 

OVERNIGHT SLEEPING.
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! IMPORTANT: Never leave a child unsupervised.

! IMPORTANT: For child’s safety, only use Change/Play mat Mode on flat surface.

1 Release CORD LOCKS and 
disconnect QUICK ADJUST 

CLASPS.

2Lay out Bub2Tot 8in1 on flat surface 
with DOUBLE OVERLAPPING 

PANELS closed.
3The ELASTICATED PERIMETER 

will gather inwards. Ensure this is 
folded under so that the CORD LOCKS 
and QUICK ADJUST CLASPS are hidden 
underneath and out of child’s reach.

8. CHANGE/PLAY MAT MODE
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BONUS:  TANDEM TWIN PRAM MODE

! IMPORTANT: Always attach Bub2Tot 8in1 onto pram BEFORE placing child in the pram.

! IMPORTANT:  NEVER COVER ENTIRE HANDLE BARS. The handle bars and safety strap must always remain accessible.

! IMPORTANT: Ensure the attachment does not compromise the BRAKE ACTUATOR in any way.

NOTE: Refer to fitting options in PRAM/STROLLER MODE on page 7-8 for Tandem Twin 

Prams, or visit our website for a list of compatible pram configurations.

! IMPORTANT:  For storing Bub2Tot 8in1 only.

1  Hold the UPPER END with the IN-BUILT 

POCKET facing inwards.

2  Fold in MESH PANELS behind DOUBLE OVERLAPPING 

PANELS and hold with one hand.

3 Fold up from the LOWER END, behind all panels. Repeat. 

Bub2Tot 8in1 should now be folded to the size of the IN-

BUILT POCKET.

FOLDING INTO PILLOW POUCH

(b) (c)

(a)

FOLDING 
INTO 

PILLOW 
POUCH

Diagram 8
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4Pull IN-BUILT POCKET downwards, under and 

then pull upwards, pushing the folded panels 

through. A ‘pouch’ should now be formed.

5Feed CORD LOCK through the CORD LOCK LOOP. 

Pull the ELASTIC CORD through the CORD LOCK 

(this will act as the pouch handle).

6 Your Bub2Tot 8in1 is now stored away safely as 

a handled Pillow Pouch.

CARE, CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

! IMPORTANT: Oils will stain the fabric. 

Bub2Tot 8in1 is FULLY MACHINE WASHABLE for your convenience.  

Please refer to the following instructions to care for and prolongue the 

life of your Bub2Tot 8in1.

Note: Always store Bub2Tot 8in1 away when 

not in use.

TIPS

- Use a delicates bag or pillow case for machine washing.

- Do not leave Bub2Tot 8in1 stretched out over a prolongued period. For           

example, Portacot Mode or Tandem Pram Mode.  

- Always fold into Pillow Pouch and store away out of reach of children 

when not in use.

- When used as light rain cover or exposed to moisture, ensure the fabric 

is aired out and dry before storing away.

(f) (g)

Wash separately

Do not dry clean

Do not bleach

Lay flat to dry in shade

Wash with similar colours

Do not iron

Do not tumble dry

Hand/gentle machine wash 

at 30°C or less

(d) (e)

Diagram 8 continued
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12 MONTHS LIMITED WARRANTY

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major 

failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the 

goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does  not amount to a major failure.

Elenchus Pty Ltd warrants this product for 6 months on the trim, 12 months on attachments (clasps, cord locks and elastic cord) and 12 months on 

material and fabrics, from the date of purchase, under the provision that this product is used in accordance to instructions and recommendations 

provided in this manual. Proof of purchase must be presented for all warranty claims. This warranty is only valid to the original purchaser and is not 

transferrable.  

If this product fails due to a major manufacturing fault or material defect, you are entitled to a replacement or refund within 30 days from date of 

purchase, or we will repair it free of charge if that is possible and practical.

It is your obligation to provide photographic or video evidence if and when requested, to ascertain issue or fault.  If and when an issue is confirmed, 

it is your obligation to return the faulty product within 14 days to complete the warranty claim.  The cost of postage incurred by the purchaser will be 

reimbursed by Elenchus Pty Ltd upon confirmation of manufacturing fault or material defect.

This warranty will no longer apply where the fault is a result of misuse, accidental damages, alteration, modification and normal wear and tear.

This warranty is in addition to your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.  For warranty claims and enquiries, please contact our Customer Care 

Team at info@mommylovey.com.au or write to the following address: 

MOMMY LOVEY

PO Box 175

Chevron Island 4217

Gold Coast, QLD

AUSTRALIA
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NOTES



ELENCHUS PTY LTD
PO Box 175
Chevron Island 4217
Gold Coast, QLD
AUSTRALIA

Phone: +617 561 888 84
Email: info@mommylovey.com.au
Website: www.bub2tot8in1.com.au

JOIN OUR JOURNEY:

@bub2tot8in1

@bub2tot8in1

Bub2Tot 8in1

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Copy or 

reproduction without permission is prohibited. 2020 Elenchus Pty 

Ltd.  All Rights Reserved.


